Abstract. The constraint algebra for field theories constructed in an arbitrary spatial linear frame is derived from the principle of path independence.
Background
It is by now well-known that the canonical constraint algebra for any covariantly constructed field theory is of a fixed form regardless of the theory in question [13] . This algebra reflects the embeddability of a spatial surface into the spacetime manifold, that is, whether the theory is consistent with the foliation of spacetime into arbitrary spacelike hypersurfaces; an assumption that has been used in a derivation of Geometrodynamics [4] . This approach considers spatial coordinate frames exclusively, and the direct translation to a linear frame in the case of tetrad gravity [12] was not complete [2, 1] . Although now correct, the resulting algebra was derived within a specific model and therefore not obviously a generic feature of tetrad theories. Here it will be shown that the (time gauge) constraint algebra given in [1] may be derived using similar arguments to those in [13] , and is therefore generic. Since the result must hold on the entire phase space (not just on the constraint surface), it is important for any quantisation that considers states that do not satisfy the constraints [3] .
An embedding e ∈ Emb g (Σ, M) : Σ → M (Σ will be taken to be a spacelike surface of dimension one less that that of the spacetime manifold M throughout) takes on the form e : x i → e α (x i ) in coordinate charts of Σ and M (lowercase greek and roman indices will represent spacetime and spatial coordinate indices throughout), and so defines a spatial surface in M. As the embedding clearly maps curves in Σ to those in M, it induces the pullback map e * : T e(x) M → T x Σ has the local form where n α ∈ T * e(x) M. The conditions (1.2) and the fact that the spacetime metric g αβ has been chosen to have (+, −, −, −) signature, reflect the fact that Σ is a spacelike embedded surface. The pullback e * combined with the normal vector n α provides a complete decomposition of tensors defined above M to those defined above Σ; for example, V α = V n n α + e α i V i , where V n := V α n α is the scalar component, and V i := V α e i α the vector. The spatial metric over Σ is the pullback of the spacetime metric g ij := [e * g] ij = g αβ e α i e β j , and is a negative definite Riemannian metric. The spacetime metric takes on the projected form g αβ = n α n β + g ij e i α e j β , where indices are 'raised' and 'lowered' using g αβ and g ij . This projection is extendable to higher-order tensors in a straightforward manner [7] . The foliation of M (assumed to be globally hyperbolic) by nonoverlapping spacelike hypersurfaces is accomplished by introducing a family of embeddings e(t) that cover M, indexed by a coordinate t, effectively realising the diffeomorphism e(t, x) : R × Σ → M. The resulting pullback then gives naturally the mapping e * (t, x) : T e(t,x) M → T t R × T x Σ, where a tangent to R is related to the lapse function and shift vector by
Although there is much more that may be said of this geometry, at this point it suffices to quote [6] : "A reader perverse enough to ask for more details i[s] referred to [7, 8] ". The variational derivatives and their perpendicular and parallel projections
(dependence on the parameter t will be suppressed throughout unless necessary), generate deformations of the image of Σ in M. Considering the time derivative of a functional of the embedding 5) the N and N a are seen to take on their more traditional roles as the projections of ∂ t ∈ T t R onto the vector spaces normal and tangent to Σ. Using the variational derivatives of n α and e α i (generalisations of which are given by (B.1) and (2.2) respectively), the fact that the coordinate basis deformation vectors commute [δ αx , δ βy ] = 0, and employing the generic rule 6) one may calculate the result [13, 7] :
where δ(x, y) is taken to be a scalar in x and a density in y. The presence of the spatial metric in (1.7a) indicates that this algebra cannot be a true Lie algebra in cases where the spatial metric is considered to be a canonical coordinate (as is the case for General Relativity [4] ). Since the generators δ ⊥x and δ ix deform the embedded surface, their action may be related to the Hamiltonian of a dynamical system formulated above M. Noting that since ∂ t defined in (1.5) should have an action that is equivallent to the Hamiltonian H of the system (the deformation generators mapping the initial surface to one labelled by a larger time parameter, and the Hamiltonian generating dynamical evolution of the system to the same final state), one must find that ∂ t [·] is equivalent to {·, H}. In order for the operators to be equivalent for any choice of time parameter at all (reflected by the choice of N and N i ), the Hamiltonian must therefore be be represented on [5] , where H and H i are the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints respectively. It must therefore be the case that the generators (δ ⊥x , δ ix ) and (H(x), H i (x)) play the same roles; however since the variations are defined to act from the left and the constraints from the right, one picks up an additional negative sign in the algebra of the Poisson brackets of the constraints [4] :
In the following section, this (briefly outlined) argument will be extended to the case where the pullback map is extended to tensors expanded in a linear frame above Σ. Once the generators of frame rotations are introduced, the generators and resulting algebra are transformed to those appropriate to a vielbein frame (as given in [1] ). This will be seen to be equivalent to the case where the vielbeins are constrained by the embedding in such a was that the generators do not disturb the form of the spatial metric.
The Algebra in a Linear frame
Throughout this work the so-called 'time gauge' [1] will be considered exclusively. This is natural since the vielbein provides an isomorphism between tensors expanded in a coordinate basis and those in a linear frame, so that the parallel and perpendicular projection operators clearly exist for vielbein components as well (see also comments in [10] ). Effectively one may then consider a linear frame on Σ related to a coordinate basis through E a := E a i ∂ i and θ a := θ i E i a , where the vielbeins satisfy:
Then, in order to examine the algebra more generally, the pullback map e * is extended to map components of tensors defined above M to frame components of tensors above Σ
(Clearly this may be extended to include an arbitrary linear frame above M as e A a = E a [e α ]E α A , however since there will be no dependence on the choice of coordinate or frame in M in the resulting algebra, this would introduce pointless complication.) The normal vector is defined as in (1.2), and various geometric objects and results are collected together in Appendix A.
It is straightforward to compute the variational derivative of e *
where the variation of the vielbein has been defined as
Variations of n α as well as other necessary results are contained in Appendix B.
The simplest possible choices of frame are those that are completely decoupled from the embedding and geometric structure of M, therefore having D α a b = 0. Defining now δ ⊥x = n α (x)δ αx and δ ax = e α a (x)δ αx and using (B.1) and (2.2), it is straightforward to compute the commutator algebra
which reduces to (1.7) when one uses δ ix = E i a (x)δ ax . As there is now additional freedom in the choice of frame, the generators of GL(3, R) frame rotations ∆ a bx are introduced, which acts on vectors and covectors as ∆ 5) and is extendible to arbitrary tensors in the usual manner. Thus Ω a b (x)∆ b ax is the infinitessimal form of the frame rotation:
(One could also write these in terms of the generators
, where I indexes the set of generators of the Lie algebra in question. This would be more convenient in general, but it is more common in specific models to find the component description followed here.) These additional generators would appear in the Hamiltonian for a particular model, which now must be of the form The commutator algebra (2.4) may also be determined explicitly from the action of the generators on various objects. By construction the variations do not affect the frames themselves (δ αx [E a i ] = 0), and their action on tensors above M that have been pulled-back to tensors above Σ may be determined from the explicit form of the pull-back (i.e., from V a = e α a V α ). The perpendicular generator is perhaps slightly more complicated than would be expected, yielding for example
which mixes the spatial and perpendicular projections of tensors. If one smears these with respect to the lapse function N a however, one finds the familiar results:
One can explicitly show that the operator δ ⊥a does not change the tensor character of objects (i.e., it is a scalar operator, for example if
For the case of δ ax , one finds for example
and when contracted with a vector field and integrated over Σ, yields the Lie derivative defined on Σ (e.g.,
. Therefore δ ax is said to generate infinitessimal diffeomorphisms, and the algebra (2.4c) is that of LDiff Σ. The form of the commutators (2.4c) and (2.4b) may be derived by taking into account the fact that δ ax and δ ⊥x are a vector and scalar density of weight one respectively. The generalization of the time derivative operator in (1.5) is
From the action of (2.7) and (2.9), it can be seen that this operator does not result in the simple time derivative on the components of a tensor, rather it is the total time derivaitve that takes into account the evolution of the frames as well. For the case of the vector field, one finds:
with straightforward generalization to higher-order tensors. This is of course why the the action of the generaotrs on the frames may be trivial, and hence
This set of generators (δ ⊥x , δ ax and ∆ a bx ) is convenient for considering fixed frames, since we have chosen δ αx [E a i ] = 0. For example, if we consider coordinate frames where E a i = δ i a , then the algebra (2.4) immediately reduces to (1.7), and the generators will not change the form of the vielbeins. These generators are not convenient for considering the opposite case, where the spatial metric is of a fixed form. Explicitly, the generators acting on the components of the spatial metric result in:
in neither case preserving the form of the spatial metric. Define now the following operators:
where
and the action of the ∆ ax and ∆ + ax is given by
(Note that ∆ + ax is just the contribution to ∆ ax from the symmetric generators ∆ 
where (2.14c) may be derived by noting that δ ′ a acts on tensors as a covariant derivative, the commutator of which results in the curvature operator. (Anti-symmetrization on a pair of indices is represented by [ ] and ( ) respectively, e.g.,
the constraint algebra related to the coordinate generators is identically the time gauge result given in [1] :
These new generators act on tensors to give, for example 17b) and rotates the vielbeins through
Most importantly, the action on the components of the spatial metric is given by
which vanish due to (A.7) and the spatial metric compatibility conditions. If one were to consider instead the set (δ ′ ⊥x , δ + ax , ∆ a bx ), then (2.14b) and (2.14c) would be replaced by the following:
x , (2.20b) which have been smeared over an appropriate choice of tensor field for ease of display. The coordinate components related to (2.20) correspond to the those initially derived in [1, Equation (2.6)], before the additional frame rotation has been performed. There is another way of deriving all of these operators. Instead of leaving the frame completely independent of the embedding and geometry of M, it may be constrained so that the spatial metric is left invariant under the variations δ αx [g ab (y)] = 0, yielding the condition
one finds that te derived generators and algebra is equivalent to that of δ ′ ⊥x , δ ′ ax and ∆ a bx considered above. If one instead removes the antisymmetric part of (2.22b), one recovers the generator δ + ax . Note that restricting oneself to spacetime Lorentz frames is then a simple matter of choosing g ab = −δ ab and considering only the antisymmetric generators of frame rotations ∆ [ab] x .
Discussion
Thus in some sense the constraint algebra (2.14) applies generically to theories formulated in a vielbein frame in the same sense that the Dirac algebra (1.7) applied generically to those formulated in a coordinate frame. The presence of additional constraints clearly confuses the issue further, since in order to identify the correspondence between the variational generators and the constraints of a particular model, one must be careful that the action of the generators is the same.
It is interesting to note that any covariant combination of the generators has vanishing commutator with itself providing there is no dependence on the embedding other than that due to the spacetime point. In particular, taking δ A := A α δ α (for some future pointing vector field A α , guaranteeing that δ A generates deformations of the embedded surface forwards with respect to the foliation), one finds that [δ Ax , δ Ay ] = 0 and the rest of the algebra in (2.4) remains the same. The resulting algebra does not depend on canonical coordinates and is therefore a true Lie algebra. Another special case of this which is more relavent to the case of vacuum general relativity is the combination δ g := g αβ δ α δ β = δ 2 n + g ab δ a δ b recently discussed in [9] . It would be interesting to determine whether the more general combinations discussed in [11] could also be considered as covariant combinations of the coordinate basis constraints, and indeed, what the action of the resulting generators would be.
which has been used to translate 2) where now N a := e a α ∂ t [e α ]. Also useful are the structure constants of the pulled-back basis vectors
where the following have been defined:
Note that the definition of the embedding results in C ab n = n µ E a [e where the Riemann tensor on Σ will be denoted simply by R a bcd and should not be confused with the spatial components of the spacetime Riemann tensor. From the properties of the spacetime Riemann tensor we have
